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more boyfriend[s] serious show-up in C.C./J.R. life interlude 

one asked C.C./J.R. 

to not cheat but kept cheating on C.C./J.R.  
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This cheating left C.C./J.R. in a rage; especially since despite social? habit of continuing promiscuity as 

usual; C.C./J.R. honored request and didn’t Cheat. 

Cheating in this relationship was defined as the usual cultural definition of only; not having sexual 

relations with other people other than the boyfriend.  

 

At this point: C.C./J.R.’s boyfriend denies that people including boyfriend’s family knows that boyfriend 

is gay. C.C./J.R. is highly suspect of this; since he has been repeatedly to C.C./J.R.’s house which is farther 

away for where they are in regular interaction; where the boyfriend still lives with his folks, and C.C./J.R. 

has many extended dates-interactions at that house with the family there; including sleep-overs. 

C.C./J.R. believes that boyfriend is primarily cheating with a female now due to the descriptive lies of 

people not knowing that boyfriend is gay.  

 

metaphysical criminology theme: no time stream interaction with time streams 

 

C.C./J.R. believes he has identified the primary female, boyfriend is cheating with; and has even met her; 

has described her as an extremely over-weight woman; who looks aged, and uses a  high school bullying 

attitude toward men; especially younger than her men. She also looks like C.C./J.R.’s boyfriend’s 

relatives.  

 

This b.f.’s initials are as far as C.C./J.R. recalls C.H.; as of today [when the heck did this happen?] C.H. 

does not qualify for reform prison.  Here’s a brief synopsis of why … and this is a contributing factor to 

this crime of C.C./J.R.’s eventual violent homicide qualifying as a “stonewall” hate crime.  

 

This b.f. & C.C./J.R. were engaged to be wed. [obvs. happened before C.C./J.R.’s death] Boyfriend C.H.’s 

family was Catholic as they identified to C.C./J.R.  C.C./J.R. was expecting and guaranteed certain life 

benefits through his planned marriage to C.H.; and the cognition is that the boyfriend and-or fiancé and 

his shown to C.C./J.R. family and the person primary C.H. is cheating with; want to keep C.C./J.R. from 

such benefits, and of course there may be as earlier described perpetrators in previous phases of 

investigation that also want to exchange future marriage benefits of C.C./J.R. instead for themselves. 

theme: marriage means upcoming death, literally; how do you work this out: the possibility of unjust 

death out; prior to marriage. And how to use this as a model of recovery for such victimized and such 

victimized to death. 
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Additionally; through the experience of this relationship as experienced by, C.C./J.R.; C.C./J.R. is even 

more identifying as a physical male who feels a she.  

 

Part Two. At a quick engine search. Past lives, reconnect; uh through criminology  

When I was completing the beginning majority of “the four interviews” in person; and collecting uh 

information; mostly through observational anthropology I met this kid; who I suspected might be lying 

about his sexuality and gender; but manifested as a conventional straight black male in Hartford, CT; 

during uh that civilian-like special operations deployment [uh, of mine]. He befriended me; through the 

shelter system where I was the only non-criminal and non/ not (from the prison system reformed) 

person staying; and that includes the children even already had non-reforming criminal records; and 

weren’t even children; the staff were all getting caught for bigger crimes; like really wrong stuff; such as 

hoarding jews in cavehouses in the northeast for fifty years; and pretending that was just normal, 

because they’d confess they are family or friends … it was weird. I kept being switched from one shelter 

to another due to my lacking criminal record; and my police standing; but was given dumb excuses; and 

that was part of the investigation; in any case right outside of Hartford, I was then transferred to 

another shelter full of black, chicano, and white people with terrible attitudes who refused to reform 

from the crimes they committed and that included both the black and white staff. At night like the 

rumors tell you of prison and not shelters though; the men posed as women; so they could sleep near 

me; and carried illegal arms; while they made out with each other; and the staff pretended it was their 

house and their family’s house. Right around that time, that I’ve mentioned before the young kid M.D.P. 

this person as he was introduced to me; by himself; joined a Chicano gang in the area; and lied about his 

race; then either he or somebody posing as him killed somebody in another gang or something; this was 

big news in the area; which is devoid of actual high danger; but full of dumb un-useful danger; I think I 

suspect M.D.P. started plagiarizing my combat image and just did it very wrong. I grew up in the ghetto 

as a child deployee it was much more civilized in one manner than that area; but the danger in the 

Hartford area is a laughing archaic joke. As usual it focuses on the re-establishment of slavery to non-

Blacks from Blacks who are pretending they aren’t actually Black; with their Chicano, White, and Non 

Hasidic Jewish “partners”. I come from a very different cultural semblance in race terms for myself in 

this country; and it took me a long while; to understand through criminology that these people really 

believe they can enslave everyone. In any case, M.D.P. had a beginning decent attitude then and his 

attitude quickly dissolved into who I suspected he was. He had a chance and a job that worked with the 

shelter system; and then he decided he didn’t want it. Soon, I discovered this matching image of from 

something I’m currently deployed investigating many years later? Criminology is strange when time is 

involved. There’s no way the two aren’t the exact same person; and it’s not just a case of somebody 

looks a lot like another. I don’t know what do you think; and how does that basic test verify uh, cited: 

DNA markers of unique identity even uh through time. 
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(cited as accessed again on 42818) 
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Compared to: [is it the same person? on cited: DNA identification [through time]] 

Name connected to second image-ing identified as: Malcom michaels at birth; and marsha p. Johnson at 

use at time of death 

Along with this image; and this type of image 
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I don’t know how reliable cited: Wikipedia is; but in any case this paragraph maybe of homicide 

relevance:  
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